
Advanced Performance Program FAQ 

 

How much is the APP going to cost? 

We are aiming to keep the costs of the APP down as much as possible. The price set for this year’s APP 

is £360 for the full 80 hours of contact time. This has been designed to fall in line with the current 

pricing of the EH performance centres. You will have an option to pay in full at the start of the program 

or on a month-by-month basis. 

What is the Priority for the program over club hockey and PC? 

The APP is in addition to all current hockey activity, priority will still lie with the Player Pathway and 

club sessions ahead of the APP. We are managing the timetabling to keep any clashes to a minimum as 

the APP is designed to fit around all current hockey activity. 

Will the APP squads alter or effect club age group squads? 

The APP squads are set at U15 & U18 to fall in line with and embrace the new EH talent system 

framework commencing in September 2022. There is no change to the club hockey age groups. Players 

in year 10/11 will play U16 and year 12/13 will play U18. The only exception to this is for players 

playing up an age group where both the age group head coach and the club will discuss the individual’s 

situation. 

Does Inclusion in the APP impact on the selection of squads in club hockey? 

No, they will not impact the club squad selection. Players that are selected to be a part of the APP have 

been highlighted as players with the great ability or potential to progress. Player entry into club adult 

teams will be based on the player’s commitment to entering the adult section, ability and development 

discussions with the player, player’s coaches, and the relevant team captain. The APP is designed to 

help support the talented young athletes in their transition through to the adult’s section and where 

appropriate into the squads at the top end of the club.  

What are the APP participants aiming for? 

The players enrolled in the APP are aiming to fulfil the potential they have already shown. The 

environment we create on the program will offer the best possible platform for the athletes to develop 

and evolve into the best version of themselves and help them to achieve their personal hockey goals.  

By putting the player at the heart of their own development and offering support both on and off the 

pitch, we are looking to enlighten and educate our talented athletes and expand their 

preparation/approach/execution/recovery & analysis of their game. 

The APP this year is a pilot program focused on preparing players for the Talent Academy roll out by EH 

in 2022-23 which replaces the current Performance Centres. We are taking this opportunity to further 

develop our junior environment whilst improving and evolving as a club as we look to embrace EH and 

their new vision for talent development.   



 

What are the dates and times of the sessions? 

The program will start in September 2021 with ‘’Taster Sessions’’ where players can experience the 

session content and coaches can review players. The full program starting following squad selection on 

October 6th. The sessions will run on Wednesday evenings (Times to TBC) with the indoor hockey 

running on Wednesdays and Thursday November to February. 

Are non-Trojan members able to apply for the APP? 

In year 1 the APP is initially being offer to Trojans players but will be made available for non-Trojan 

players if there are vacancies post October 6th. In the future after year 1 the program will be available 

for players to apply from all clubs in the region to emulate the EH model.   

Will there be dedicated goalkeeper coach/sessions? 

There will be a dedicated goalkeeper coach employed for the program offering both consistent 

goalkeeper feedback and coaching across the whole cycle, goalie specific sessions will run at least once 

a month within the APP program.    

What months of the year will the APP run? 

The APP will start in September and run through to July, with weekly Wednesday sessions ending 

around April/May time where we will move to day sessions running at the weekends. 

When will the schedule be available? 

The preliminary schedule will be available very soon, but this is subject to change based on numerous 

different influences, we will aim to have it published and distributed sometime in September before 

the planned start date in October.  

What is the next part of the process? 

The program has now been approved by the Trojans Sports Club and the Hockey Committee, the next 

stage is for players to sign up via the application process.  

 

If you are interested in your child being involved in the APP this coming season, please 

register your Interest using the link below, this can also be found on the APP page on 

the website. 

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdNx1TPqUqJFKOw_W5Beuaq4q3l5CGTJ

qgFtV0DOg-VIohLZQ/viewform?usp=pp_url 

 


